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Breakdown of your grade:

HW: 34%
Midterm exam: 22%
Final exam: 12%
Computational Project: 16% : You will calculate stress intensity factor using a commercial code (Ansys will be used by the 
instructor)
Final Project 16%: Presentation on a fracture mechanics topic that will be communicated with the instructor. Can also do 
a computational / theoretical / experimental fracture project.

------------------------------------------------

Brief introduction to fracture mechanics (ductile and brittle materials and the transition between two failure modes)1.
LEFM theory2.
PFM (Plastic Fracture Mechanics) 3.

Course outline:

Dynamic fracture mechanics and rate effects4.

Pulling  the ends of a bar with different speeds

We will also look at dynamic LEFM theory and several 
rate dependent models (near the end of the course)
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Pulling  the ends of a bar with different speeds

We will also look at dynamic LEFM theory and several 
rate dependent models (near the end of the course)

Fatigue5.

More modern approach for modeling fatigue:
We will allow the material to have cracks and model the 
progress (elongation) of the crack as the number of 
cycles increase

Computational Fracture Mechanics6.
Learn how to extract important fracture mechanics parameters (for example stress intensity factor) from finite element 
(or other numerical methods') solutions.
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Today's material

Some background and ductile vs. brittle fracture

Three main problems are encountered in fracture mechanics:

1 and 2 given (load and material properties are known) and want to find 3, meaning that what crack length is 
safe.

a.

1, 3 are given (load and crack length are known) -> what material is needed to withstand the given load. This b.

In design / analysis problems we generally have 2 of these and want to obtain the third one.
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1, 3 are given (load and crack length are known) -> what material is needed to withstand the given load. This 
may not always have a reasonable solution / the original design space may not be reasonable.

b.

2, 3 are given (material and crack size), want to find the safe design load.c.

Ductile vs. brittle fracture
Starting point for this discussion:
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At the macroscale, the constitutive equation of the 
material, e.g. how brittle it is, and the geometry, plus 
other factors determine ductility
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other factors determine ductility
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How does ductile fracture happen?
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Rough fracture surface1.
High fracture energy2.

All these processes (dislocation motion, pile-up against 
grain boundary, micro void formation, …) contribute to:

A common feature of ductile fracture is ease of motion of 
dislocations
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